
WRITING A LETTER OF REFERENCE FOR A PEER

Reference Letter Samples and Writing Tips. Sample References, Reference Lists, and Letters Asking For a Reference.
A well-written recommendation letter endorses the candidate's qualifications for an internship, job, college, graduate
school, or other employment, experiential or.

You should also include in the letter who you are and your connection to the person you are writing the
reference for. Top 5 Recommendation Letter-Securing Tips 1. You have a few minutes at most to make a good
impression on your colleague's behalf. So what do you need to do? You remember the billboards everyone
was talking about this summer. At the time, I was a family services consultant, and I recall Jane back then
being already enthusiastic about hands-on work with the clients from the Center. What to Include in Your
Letter of Recommendation Make sure your letter contains the following: Accurate Information No lies, no tall
tales, no cases of mistaken identity. Of course, you don't want to lie in your letter of recommendation, but
you're also not obligated to provide the employer with reasons not to hire your friend. The team of volunteers
Jane has built over the past three years is now our support and major resource. The reference may be needed
for a school application, job or some other type of recognition; your input could be the deciding factor for an
opportunity to be offered. A letter of recommendation is a document you may be asked to prepare for someone
who is applying for a job, internship, college application, leadership position or volunteer opportunity. Her
[Positive Trait] and [Positive Trait] were also necessary and valued not just by myself, but by her peers, who
often relied on her to get the job done. More information than you ever thought possible for letters of
recommendation. Furthermore, Jane has greatly contributed to a number of other on-going projects and has
helped the Center establish new connections with various regional and state NGOs. In , she became an official
employee as the Volunteer Coordinator and launched her first volunteer outreach project. Use the description
to decide what you should include from their resume and your personal experiences working with them. In
some instances applications which ask for letters of recommendation also include a form where you can waive
your rights to read what those letters say. She is tolerant, compassionate, empathetic, and understanding. What
is a letter of recommendation? Be sure to close the letter appropriately. Ultimately, the company that's
considering your co-worker wants to know what he or she will do for them. Putting it All Together So there
you have it! Pam is a good listener who also can convey information clearly and effectively to individuals and
groups. Make sure you get the details right. Proofread your letter to correct any spelling or grammatical errors.
Can you provide positive feedback about this individual? In fact, on numerous occasions [Specific story
related to their skills at a particular job or task that relates directly to the position they are now applying for].


